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• Agreement measurement (Pabak) [4]
• Sensitivity (S): # artifacted events detected / total # events detected by the gold standard
• Episode Overlap (EO): Overlap (LAD/LEX) averaged for each artifacted episode detected

















#SR #SE Age Gender Scoring
Dataset 0 6 1 21,3±1,7 3m 1g R&K  Parameters fixation
Dataset I 35 2 21±1,3 13m 12f R&K  Evaluation: Phase I
Dataset II 4 6 26 1m AASM Evaluation: Phase II
# = number, SR = total Sleep Recordings, SE = Sleep Experts, Scoring = rules used to 
score the SR, m = male and f : female.


























• robust in front of inter‐ and intra‐ subject variability
•expert independent and reproducible
Figure 1: Processing pipeline
Figure 3: Bad channels (Lbc/sw) and bad epochs (La/1se). In this case, La/1se is empty, no short 
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Figure 5a : Phase I (dataset I).  The automatic
detection (AD) VS the gold standard VM (S1) 
and AD VS the gold standard after the review by 
the second expert GG (S2)
MJGV SC CM VM GG AD
S EO
Figure 5b: Phase II (dataset II). 6 experts 
(GV,SC,CM,VM,MJ,GG) compared to the gold 
standard created from the union of them and 
the AD VS these same gold standard
GV SC CM VM GG ADMJ
